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Abstract
In this paper, we present MPARC (Multi-Priority Admission and Rate Control), a novel joint admission control and
rate policing protocol for multi-priority ad hoc networks. MPARC is based on our novel bandwidth allocation model,
which captures the bandwidth allocation for saturated, unsaturated and semi-saturated networks. MPARC guarantees
that the throughput of admitted realtime ﬂows will not decrease due to later arriving realtime ﬂows with equal or lower
priorities or due to best eﬀort ﬂows. MPARC achieves this goal by performing accurate admission control on every newly
arriving realtime ﬂow and appropriate rate policing on all best eﬀort traﬃc. Through simulation, we demonstrate that
MPARC has better performance than existing approaches.
 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The fast spread of small wireless computers has
enabled the design and deployment of wireless ad
hoc networks. Typical applications proposed for
such networks include both realtime and non-realtime applications. While realtime applications, such
as conversational audio/video conferencing or ondemand multi-media retrieval, require quality of
service (QoS) guarantees for eﬀective communica*
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tion, best eﬀort applications, such as ﬁle transfer,
are more tolerant to changes in bandwidth and
delay and generally always have backlogged packets
for transmission. Supporting both types of applications in an ad hoc network is challenging due to the
shared nature of the underlying wireless communication channel. The goal of our research, hence, is
to provide QoS guarantees, especially throughput
guarantees, for realtime traﬃc in the presence of
best eﬀort traﬃc and at the same time achieve
eﬃcient network utilization.
Providing QoS support in ad hoc networks
requires support from the MAC layer to regulate
access to the wireless channel. Given this tight coupling, most QoS schemes are designed for a speciﬁc
MAC layer scheme. In this paper, we focus on
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networks based on IEEE 802.11 [21] types of MAC
protocols. While IEEE 802.11 is often proposed for
ad hoc networks due to its wide availability and
simple and robust contention-based access mechanism, IEEE 802.11 does not provide any assurance
for the throughput of ﬂows. Recently, it has been
proposed to extend IEEE 802.11 to support service
diﬀerentiation. Such extensions include IEEE
802.11e [14] and the work by Aad and Castelluccia
[1]. These extensions divide traﬃc into diﬀerent classes and use diﬀerent contention related parameters
(e.g., minimum contention window size, maximum
MAC frame size, etc.) to provide service diﬀerentiation between the classes. However, these extensions
still do not provide any guarantees for the throughput of realtime ﬂows. As the wireless channel
becomes overloaded and the number of competing
ﬂows increases, the bandwidth share of each ﬂow
may decrease. Diﬀerent from these extensions, our
focus is to support throughput guarantees in ad
hoc networks. We assume that either IEEE 802.11
or its extensions are used at the MAC layer.
QoS support for realtime ﬂows in ad hoc networks requires two main components: admission
control and rate policing. Admission control must
prevent new realtime ﬂows from consuming too
many resources and disrupting the guarantees made
to existing realtime ﬂows. On the other hand, considering that ad hoc networks are proposed for
search and rescue environments, admission control
must also classify and prioritize realtime traﬃc so
that a new important ﬂow will not be blocked due
to existing lower priority ﬂows. For rate policing,
the sending rate of best eﬀort traﬃc must be controlled to prevent it from degrading the QoS of
existing realtime ﬂows. Essentially, best eﬀort traﬃc
is given a lower priority than realtime traﬃc.
Based on the above requirements, the goal of our
research is to provide an eﬀective multi-priority
based admission control protocol for realtime traﬃc
and a rate policing protocol for best eﬀort traﬃc for
wireless ad hoc networks based on IEEE 802.11 and
its extensions to service diﬀerentiation (e.g., IEEE
802.11e [14] and work by Aad and Castelluccia
[1]). Our joint admission control and rate policing
protocol, MPARC (Multi-Priority Admission and
Rate Control), guarantees that the throughput of
an admitted realtime ﬂow can be maintained and
will not be disrupted by newly arriving realtime
ﬂows with equal or lower priorities or by best eﬀort
ﬂows. A higher priority ﬂow, however, may be
admitted by MPARC, even if this higher priority
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ﬂow reduces the throughput of some existing lower
priority realtime ﬂows and best eﬀort ﬂows. The rate
policing component of MPARC also ensures that
best eﬀort traﬃc does not hurt any existing realtime
ﬂows and is only allowed to ﬁll the bandwidth that
is not used by realtime traﬃc.
The design of MPARC has the following unique
contributions. First, we reveal that to ensure
throughput guarantees to a ﬂow, the available bandwidth of the ﬂow must be accurately estimated. Due
to the shared nature of wireless medium, the available bandwidth must be decomposed into two
components: local achievable bandwidth and neighborhood available bandwidth. Second, we propose a
novel bandwidth allocation model that captures
bandwidth sharing between competing ﬂows in all
possible network states so that both the local achievable bandwidth and the neighborhood available
bandwidth of a ﬂow can be accurately estimated.
Third, we show that based on the accurate knowledge of local achievable and neighborhood available
bandwidth, throughput guarantees for realtime trafﬁc can be maintained by making priority-based
admission control decisions about realtime traﬃc
and controlling the rate of best eﬀort traﬃc.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we present the importance of estimating
available bandwidth and introduce its two components: local achievable bandwidth and neighborhood available bandwidth. In Section 3, we brieﬂy
review IEEE 802.11 and its extensions for service differentiation. In Section 4, we introduce our novel
bandwidth allocation model for a network where
all nodes are in each other’s carrier sensing range,
which we refer to as a single-hop network as opposed
to multi-hop networks, where nodes may be outside
of each other’s carrier-sensing range. Section 5
shows how this model can be extended to multihop networks as a heuristic to predict available
bandwidth, including estimation of both local
achievable bandwidth and neighborhood available
bandwidth. Section 7 discusses the sources of inaccuracy caused by the extension. Section 6 discusses
how admission control and rate policing can be performed based on the knowledge of available bandwidth. Section 7 addresses how multi-hop networks
may aﬀect the accuracy of available bandwidth
prediction. In Section 8, we analyze the limitations
of using other bandwidth estimation models. Section
9 evaluates the performance of MPARC and
compares it with existing approaches. Section 10
concludes our work and discusses future directions.
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2. Available bandwidth estimation
Admission control for realtime traﬃc and rate
policing for best eﬀort traﬃc are essentially a problem of determining available bandwidth. For
admission control of a new realtime ﬂow, the available bandwidth of the ﬂow is the maximum transmission rate that the new realtime ﬂow is able to
achieve subject to the constraint that the new ﬂow
does not degrade the throughput of existing equal
or higher priority ﬂows. If there is not enough
available bandwidth for a new realtime ﬂow, the
ﬂow is rejected by admission control. For rate
policing of best eﬀort traﬃc at a node, the available bandwidth is deﬁned as the maximum transmission rate of best eﬀort traﬃc that does not
degrade the throughput of any existing realtime
ﬂows. Rate policing controls the aggregated sending rate of all best eﬀort ﬂows below the available
bandwidth to ensure the throughput of realtime
ﬂows.
Due to the shared nature of the wireless medium
and the lack of central control in ad hoc networks,
both the throughput of a new ﬂow and the throughput of existing ﬂows are determined by their contention at the MAC layer. Therefore, the available
bandwidth must be decomposed into two components, local achievable bandwidth and neighborhood
available bandwidth, where the local achievable
bandwidth captures the throughput of the new ﬂow
and the neighborhood available bandwidth captures
the impact of the new ﬂow on the throughput of
existing ﬂows. These two components must be estimated separately and the combination of these two
components results in the estimation of available
bandwidth. In the remainder of the section, we present the deﬁnitions of these two components and the
existing approaches for estimating available
bandwidth.
2.1. Decomposition of available bandwidth
Since estimation of available bandwidth should
be based on the priorities and contention relationships between competing ﬂows, the value of the
local achievable bandwidth and the neighborhood
available bandwidth are diﬀerent for diﬀerent types
of ﬂows with diﬀerent priorities. In this section, we
deﬁne the concepts of local achievable bandwidth
and neighborhood available bandwidth based on
the type of ﬂows and show how they can be combined to represent available bandwidth.

2.1.1. Decomposition of available bandwidth for
realtime ﬂows
Note that the available bandwidth of a new
realtime ﬂow is deﬁned as the maximum transmission rate that the new ﬂow is able to achieve without degrading the throughput of existing equal or
higher priority realtime ﬂows. This deﬁnition can
be decomposed into two requirements. The ﬁrst
requirement is that a new realtime ﬂow must be able
to achieve its available bandwidth. Since the wireless
channel is shared between competing ﬂows, given a
set of existing ﬂows, there is a maximum transmission rate that the new realtime ﬂow is able to achieve
by competing with other ﬂows at the MAC layer.
This maximum achievable transmission rate is essentially the local achievable bandwidth of the new realtime ﬂow. If this local achievable bandwidth is
smaller than a new ﬂow’s throughput requirement,
the new ﬂow cannot achieve its desired throughput,
indicating insuﬃcient available bandwidth. Therefore, the available bandwidth of the new realtime
ﬂow must be no larger than this local achievable
bandwidth.
The second requirement is that when a new realtime ﬂow uses its available bandwidth, the new ﬂow
should not decrease the throughput of existing ﬂows
with equal or higher priorities. Note that enough
local achievable bandwidth cannot satisfy the second requirement because a new realtime ﬂow may
achieve its local achievable bandwidth by degrading
the throughput of existing ﬂows with equal or
higher priorities through MAC layer contention.
To capture this, the neighborhood available bandwidth for a realtime ﬂow is introduced, which is a
threshold transmission rate. If the new realtime
ﬂow’s transmission rate is larger than this threshold,
the new ﬂow degrades the throughput of some existing realtime ﬂows with equal or higher priorities.
The available bandwidth of a new ﬂow must be no
larger than the neighborhood available bandwidth
to ensure the throughput of existing ﬂows.
With the estimation of local achievable and
neighborhood available bandwidth, the available
bandwidth of a new realtime ﬂow is essentially the
minimum among local achievable bandwidth and
neighborhood available bandwidth.
2.1.2. Decomposition of available bandwidth for
best eﬀort traﬃc
For best eﬀort traﬃc, the available bandwidth
is the maximum transmission rate of best eﬀort
traﬃc that does not degrade the throughput of
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any existing realtime ﬂows. This deﬁnition of available bandwidth essentially only includes the concept
of neighborhood available bandwidth. This is
because best eﬀort ﬂows do not have QoS requirements in terms of throughput so that there is no
need for admission control on best eﬀort ﬂows.
Therefore, the concept of local achievable bandwidth of a new best eﬀort ﬂow is not included in
the deﬁnition of available bandwidth.
2.2. Current available bandwidth estimation
approaches
Current admission control algorithms for wireless networks take one of three approaches to
estimate available bandwidth. The ﬁrst approach,
such as VMAC [4] and SWAN [2], uses a free bandwidth model where idle channel time is used to estimate available bandwidth. This approach does not
support priorities between ﬂows. A best eﬀort ﬂow
of a ﬁle transfer can occupy all of the channel bandwidth and prevent the admission of any realtime
traﬃc. In addition, no consideration is given as to
whether a new ﬂow may aﬀect the throughput of
other neighboring ﬂows. In the second approach
[11,19,20], the delay model, a node uses the channel
access time of its current traﬃc to calculate the
available bandwidth of a new ﬂow. This approach
has two drawbacks. First, it does not consider the
impact of admitting a new ﬂow on other existing
ﬂows. Hence, it cannot prevent the newly admitted
ﬂow from degrading the QoS of existing ﬂows. Second, it does not consider the fact that as a new ﬂow
is added into the network, the competition for bandwidth intensiﬁes and the channel access time
increases. Therefore, the channel access time before
a node starts transmission does not reﬂect the bandwidth allocations after the node starts transmission.
The third approach [3,15,18], the saturation model,
estimates available bandwidth under a very conservative assumption that every active node in the
network is saturated (i.e., every node always has
backlogged packets). This assumption is based on
an extreme state of the network where all active
nodes are overloaded, which is not likely to always
be true and which should be avoided to support
throughput guarantees to realtime traﬃc. Therefore, this approach is overly pessimistic and may
reduce the capacity of the network for realtime
ﬂows. To avoid the drawbacks of existing approaches, MPARC obtains accurate available bandwidth estimation by predicting local achievable
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bandwidth and neighborhood available bandwidth
separately. Our estimation is based on our novel
bandwidth allocation model that captures the bandwidth allocation between contending ﬂows (see
Sections 4–7).
3. IEEE 802.11 protocol and its extensions
To estimate the available bandwidth in networks
based on IEEE 802.11, we need to understand how
IEEE 802.11 and its extensions work. The IEEE
802.11 standard provides two functions in the
MAC sublayer: the distributed coordination function (DCF) and the point coordination function
(PCF). PCF provides contention-free frame transfer. Since PCF requires a Point Coordinator in
the Access Point, it is not appropriate for a
multi-hop wireless network. Hence, we only examine admission control for DCF and the extensions
to DCF.
3.1. IEEE 802.11 DCF mode
IEEE 802.11 DCF provides automatic medium
sharing between nodes through the use of CSMA/
CA and a random backoﬀ time following a busy
medium. Prior to transfer of data packets, a node
invokes the carrier-sense mechanism to determine
the busy/idle state of the medium. If the medium
is idle, the node defers for a constant period of time,
called DCF interframe space (DIFS), which is determined by the physical layer. If the medium stays idle
during this DIFS period, the node may transmit its
packet. If the medium is busy, the node waits until
the medium is observed to be idle. The length of this
idle period depends on the success or failure of the
previous frame. If the last frame was received correctly, the node waits DIFS time units. If the last
frame was not received correctly, the node waits
extended interframe space (EIFS) time units. After
this DIFS or EIFS idle time, the node selects a random backoﬀ period for deferring before transmitting an RTS. If the backoﬀ timer already contains
a non-zero value, the selection of a random number
is not needed. The backoﬀ period is calculated as
Backoﬀ Time = Random( ) · aSlotTime, where Random( ) is a pseudo-random integer drawn from a
uniform distribution over the interval [0, CW].
CW, called the contention window, is an integer
within the range of minimum contention window
(CW min) and maximum contention window (CW max)
(i.e., CW min 6 CW 6 CW max).
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Fig. 1. Using virtual nodes to model multiple queues.

For the ﬁrst transmission attempt of each packet,
CW is set to CW min. After each unsuccessful transmission, the value of CW is doubled (binary exponential backoﬀ), up to the maximum value,
CW max. The backoﬀ time is decremented by aSlotTime if the channel is idle during this period and
stopped when a transmission is detected on the
channel. aSlotTime is a constant value determined
by the physical layer of the network. The backoﬀ
timer is reactivated when the channel is sensed idle
again for more than DIFS time. The node transmits
when the backoﬀ timer reaches zero. At the end of
every successful transmission, the CW value reverts
to CWmin and a backoﬀ procedure is performed
immediately, even if no additional transmissions
are currently queued.
The notation of the entire paper can be found in
Appendix B.
3.2. Service diﬀerentiation extensions of DCF mode
In recent years, several approaches have been
proposed to provide service diﬀerentiation in IEEE
802.11 by adjusting contention related parameters
[1,14]. In these approaches, packets from diﬀerent
classes are put into diﬀerent queues in a node. Each
queue acts like a virtual node that observes the
channel and contends for the channel independently
(e.g., IEEE 802.11e [14]) as shown in Fig. 1. Therefore, in the rest of this paper, we assume that each
node (which may be a virtual node) only carries
traﬃc for a single class.
Depending on which contention related parameters are adjusted, current approaches can be separated into four categories [1,14]. First, diﬀerent
classes of traﬃc are assigned diﬀerent CW mins. Sec-

ond, diﬀerent classes are assigned diﬀerent packet
sizes. Third, diﬀerent exponential backoﬀ schemes
are used to adjust contention windows after a collision. Fourth, the DIFS is diﬀerent from class to
class (called AIFS in IEEE 802.11e). In [1], it is
shown that the service diﬀerentiation eﬀect of the
third category is less obvious and less stable than
the ﬁrst two categories since it only takes eﬀect when
collisions happen, which are rare events compared
to ordinary packet transmissions. Therefore, the differentiation schemes in the third category are not
the focus of this paper. The schemes in the fourth
category may suﬀer from ineﬃcient channel usage
since even if the majority of the traﬃc is from the
class with the larger DIFS, they all must wait a very
long time before they can compete for the channel.
Due to this drawback, the diﬀerentiation schemes
in the fourth category are again not the focus of this
paper. Instead, we focus on the ﬁrst and second
types of methods where service diﬀerentiation is
realized through diﬀerent CWmins and frame sizes.
In the next section, we present our bandwidth allocation model for networks based on this type of
MAC layer.
4. Bandwidth allocation model
To estimate available bandwidth, it is necessary
to understand how bandwidth is allocated between
competing ﬂows, which depends on the congestion
level of the network. Since existing bandwidth allocation models [5,13] only capture saturated networks where every node is overloaded, to capture
bandwidth allocation under all network load levels,
we propose a novel model of bandwidth allocation. In this section, we introduce our bandwidth
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to understand the bandwidth allocation in the network, which depends on the states of the nodes. A
node in a wireless network can be in two states: saturated and non-saturated. A saturated node always
has backlogged packets while a non-saturated node
often has an empty queue. This section presents the
relationship between bandwidth allocation and
node states and shows that the bandwidth share of
a node depends on the states of all competing nodes
in the network.
Let Si be the amount of bandwidth allocated to a
node i 2 N and Pi be the probability that the node
successfully transmits a packet in a virtual time slot.
Subscript sat and sat are used to indicate saturated
and non-saturated nodes respectively. For example,
S i;sat represents Node i’s bandwidth when Node i is a
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In a single-hop model, there is a ﬁxed set
N ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; ng of transmitting nodes and every
node can hear each other’s transmissions since they
are in each other’s carrier-sensing range. Using the
method derived by Bianchi [5], real time can be
divided into virtual time slots, where a node decrements its backoﬀ timer once per virtual time slot.
Consider the example shown in Fig. 2, which represents the channel state and Node i’s backoﬀ timer.
Node i’s virtual time slots come in two types. First,

4.2. States of nodes

D IF

4.1. Channel model

a virtual time slot equals aSlotTime when the channel is idle (e.g., Node i’s ﬁrst virtual time slot). However, Node i’s second virtual time slot extends from
the beginning of the busy period until the end of the
aSlotTime period, since the backoﬀ timer is not
decremented until after the channel becomes idle
for a DIFS period. For successful transmission,
there can be at most one packet sent in a virtual
time slot. If multiple nodes attempt to send a packet
in the same virtual time slot, a collision happens. By
dividing real time into virtual time slots, the backoﬀ
process of a node can be modeled as a discrete Markov process (for details see [5]).

aS

allocation model in a single-hop network, where all
nodes are in each other’s carrier-sensing range. The
extension of our model and the usage of our model
for predicting available bandwidth in a multi-hop
network is discussed in Section 5. Section 7 further
discusses the inaccuracy caused by the extension.
To lay the groundwork for our model, we use a
discrete Markov process model of the wireless channel, which is used to examine the behavior of saturated and non-saturated nodes. A saturated node is
a node that always has backlogged packets and an
unsaturated node is a node that is not saturated.
Then, based on the states of nodes in a network,
we identify three network states: saturated, non-saturated and semi-saturated. Finally, we reveal four
simple equations that capture the bandwidth allocation to nodes in these three network states. For
single-hop networks, these four equations enable
accurate estimation of bandwidth allocation for
nodes in these three network states.
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non-saturated node. Wi and Li denote the minimum
contention window size and frame size for Node i
respectively, allowing our model to support the
service diﬀerentiation extensions of IEEE 802.11.
The bandwidth allocated to a Node i is related to
the collision probability of its packets, /i, the probability that it transmits in a randomly chosen virtual
time slot, si, and its load in terms of packets per second, Ri. For a saturated node, such a relationship is
captured in Theorem 1 and for a unsaturated node,
such a relationship is captured in Theorem 2.
Theorem 1. For a saturated Node i,
ð1Þ P i;sat ¼

si;sat
1  si;sat

n
Y
ð1  sj Þ;

Theorem 2. For any non-saturated Node i,
ð1Þ

j¼1

2ð1  2/i Þ
;
si;sat ¼
ð1  2/i ÞðW i þ 2Þ þ /i ðW i þ 1Þð1  ð2/i Þmi Þ
ð2Þ

where mi is the number of collisions that are
needed for the contention window size to reach
CW max.
(2) Si,sat is the maximum bandwidth allocation of
Node i and
Pn
P i;sat Li j¼1 S j
.
ð3Þ
S i;sat ¼ Pn
j¼1 P j Lj
(3) Node i is a saturated node if and only if the total
amount of traffic that Node i needs to send is
larger than its maximum bandwidth allocation.
S i;sat < Ri Li .

ð4Þ

Proof
(1) The proof can be found in Bianchi’s work [5].
(2) Assume that in a period of real time t, there
are l virtual slots. Therefore, the expected
number of packets that Node i sends in t is
lPi and the throughput of Node i in period t
is Si = lPiLi. Hence,
S
Pn i

j¼1 S j

lP i Li
P i Li
¼ Pn
¼ Pn
.
lP
L
j j
i¼1
j¼1 P j Lj

(3) If Node i is saturated (i.e., it always has packets in its queue), the packet arrival rate at
Node i must be larger than its maximum
bandwidth allocation. Otherwise, the queue
in Node i would become empty at some time.
On the other hand, if the packet arrival rate is
larger than Node i’s bandwidth allocation,
according to queuing theory, eventually the
queue length in Node i ! 1. Therefore, Node
i is saturated. h

ð5Þ

By ﬁrst solving for Pi in Eq. (5) and then
replacing Pi with Pi,sat and Si with Si,sat, we
obtain Eq. (3). Since there are always packets
in Node i’s queue, Node i is always competing
for the channel. Therefore, Si,sat is the maximum bandwidth allocation that Node i can
achieve.

S i;sat ¼ Ri Li ;

ð6Þ

S i;sat 6 S i;sat ;
P
Ri nj¼1 P j Lj
P i;sat ¼ Pn
;
j¼1 S j

ð7Þ

P i;sat < P i;sat .

ð8Þ
ð9Þ

Proof
(1) Since Node i is unsaturated, its queue is often
empty. Therefore, when Node i ﬁnishes transmitting, it often has no more packets in its
queue to transmit. This happens when the
total amount of trafﬁc that Node i needs
to transmit is smaller than the maximum
throughput (see Theorem 1) that Node i can
achieve (Inequality (7)). In this case, the
node’s throughput is the same as its load
(Eq. (6)).
(2) Combining Eq. (5) and Eq. (6) results in Eq.
(8).
(3) Because the node often has no packet to transmit during idle periods, it is obvious that the
probability that it transmits in a virtual time
slot is lower than the case when the node
always has backlogged packets and is always
trying to transmit (Inequality (9)). h
Essentially, Theorem 1 shows that the maximum
bandwidth allocation to a saturated node is constrained by its Wi and /i and Theorem 2 demonstrates that for a non-saturated node, the limiting
factor of its bandwidth allocation is actually its load
Ri. As can be seen from Eqs. (3) and (6), the bandwidth allocation to a saturated node depends on
both the node’s own state and the bandwidth allocations of the other nodes, which in turn is related to
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Since bandwidth allocation to a ﬂow is related to
the congestion level of the whole network, it is
important to identify diﬀerent congestion levels
and understand how they aﬀects bandwidth allocation. The congestion levels of a network can be
classiﬁed into three states: saturated, non-saturated
or semi-saturated. A network is in a saturated state
when every node always has backlogged packets. In
a non-saturated network, every node is non-saturated, indicating a lightly loaded network. A semisaturated network is between the saturated and
non-saturated state, where some of the nodes are
saturated while other nodes are non-saturated.
To better illustrate the relationship between
bandwidth allocation and network state, we present
a simple NS2 [9] simulation using the topology
shown in Fig. 3. The channel capacity of the network is 2 Mbps. The queue size in each node is 50
packets. The packet size is 512 bytes. The simulation
runs for 150 s. There are four nodes in the network
with Nodes A and C transmitting to Nodes B and
D, respectively.
Figs. 4 and 5 depict the queue length and the
throughput of Nodes A and C. From time 5 s to
time 50 s, Nodes A and C each carry a realtime ﬂow
that generates 50 packets per second. The queues in
both nodes are often empty during this period, indicating a non-saturated network. Both ﬂows can
achieve throughput that matches their packet generation rates. At time 50 s, the traﬃc type of Node A
changes to a ﬁle transfer. The queue in Node A
becomes full while the queue in Node C is still often
empty, indicating a semi-saturated network. During
this period, even though Node A tries to send more
packets, it is not able to ‘‘push down’’ Node C’s
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Fig. 3. Topology.
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Fig. 4. Queue length of Nodes A and C.
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Fig. 5. Throughput of Nodes A and C.

bandwidth allocation. From time 100 s to time
150 s, the realtime traﬃc in Node C increases its
generating rate to 300 packets per second. Both
queues in Node A and Node C become constantly
full, indicating a saturated network. During this
period, Nodes A and C share the channel bandwidth
equally and the realtime traﬃc in Node C is unable
to achieve its desired bandwidth.
This example shows that bandwidth allocations
are related to the state of the network. Depending
on the traﬃc load and type, a practical network
can be in any of the three states. Therefore, to estimate available bandwidth to a ﬂow, we must capture bandwidth allocation in all network states.
4.4. Bandwidth allocation for diﬀerent networks
states

B
100m

C

Queue Length (# of packets)

4.3. States of networks

Queue Length

Throughput (# of packets per second)

the states of the other nodes. Therefore, the bandwidth allocation to a node is related to the congestion level of the whole network.
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Due to the relationship between bandwidth
allocation and network states, in this section, we
analyze the bandwidth allocation for each of the
three network states: saturated, unsaturated and
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semi-saturated. Our analysis reveals four very simple mathematical equations (Eqs. (10) and (23)–
(25)), which can be used to calculate the bandwidth
allocated to each node under all network states. In
Sections 5 and 6, these results are used by MPARC
to estimate available bandwidth, so that admission
control and rate policing can be performed.
4.4.1. Semi-saturated network
Consider a semi-saturated network, where the set
of saturated nodes is N1, the set of unsaturated
nodes is N2 and N 1 [ N 2 ¼ N. To solve the Si for
any Node i in such a network, it is necessary to
determine the state of Node i. Note that Theorems
1 and 2 show that Node i’s bandwidth allocation
Si has an upper bound determined by Si,sat and RiLi.
If Si,sat is larger than its load RiLi, Node i is non-saturated and its bandwidth allocation equals RiLi. If
Si,sat is smaller than RiLi, Node i is saturated and
its bandwidth allocation becomes Si,sat. Therefore,
as long as Si,sat is known, the bandwidth allocation
of Node i can be easily determined according to the
oﬀered load on Node i.
To calculate Si,sat, in Theorem 3, we identify the
relationship between Si,sat and the network load.
Theorem 3. Given the maximum throughput of the
channel as C, the maximum bandwidth allocated to
Node i can be approximated as
S i;sat

Li C

;
gW i

ð10Þ

where
P
g¼

1

Li
i2N
P 1 W iRi Li
i2N 2 C

.

ð11Þ

Proof. Since the saturated nodes in the network
always have packets to transmit and hence ﬁll up
the network bandwidth,
n
X

S i  C.

ð12Þ

i¼1

Combining Eqs. (1) and (3) with Eq. (12)
si;sat Qn
j¼1 ð1  sj ÞLi C
1si;sat
Pn
.
S i;sat ¼
j¼1 P j Lj

S i;sat ¼

si;sat
1si;sat

Qn

j¼1 ð1

 sj ÞLi C

q

ð14Þ

;

where si,sat depends on Wi and /i
[13,22], it has been proved that when
Wi > 10), which is often true in real
wireless networks, /i is roughly the
nodes. Therefore,
/i  /j ¼ /

(Eq. (2)). In
Wi  1 (e.g.,
IEEE 802.11
same for all

for some constant /.

ð15Þ

Combining Eq. (2) with Eq. (15) and using the fact
that Wi  1 and mi  mj = m, the following approximation can be made:

m
1  si;sat 1
1  ð2/Þ
1þ/

W i ¼ f ðm; /ÞW i ;
2
si;sat
1  2/
ð16Þ
where f ðm; /Þ ¼ 12 ð1 þ
(16) with Eq. (14),
Qn
j¼1 ð1  sj ÞLi C
.
S i;sat ¼
f ðm; /ÞW i q

m
/ 1ð2/Þ
Þ.
12/

Combining Eq.

ð17Þ

Combining Eqs. (1), (2), (8) and (12), q satisﬁes the
following relationship:
n
X
X
X
P i Li ¼
P i;sat Li þ
P i;sat Li
ð18Þ
q¼
i2N 1

i¼1

¼

X si;sat Li
1  si;sat
i2N 1

i2N 2

n
Y
X Ri Li q
.
ð1  sj Þ þ
C
i2N 2
j¼1

Solving for q in Eq. (19),
P
Qn
si;sat
j¼1 ð1  sj Þ
i2N 1 1si;sat Li
P
q¼
.
1  i2N 2 RCi Li

ð19Þ

ð20Þ

Applying the approximation in Eq. (16)–(20) results
in
P
Qn
Qn
Li
j¼1 ð1  sj Þ
i2N 1 W i
j¼1 ð1  sj Þ
P
q
; ð21Þ
¼g
Ri Li
f ðm; /Þ
ð1  i2N 2 C Þf ðm; /Þ
P Li
W
where g ¼ Pi2N 1 Rii Li .
1

i2N 2 C

Combining Eqs. (21) and (17), Si,sat in a semisaturated network can be expressed as
ð13Þ

Pn
It is obvious that Si,sat depends on j¼1 P j Lj , which
is the average number of bits P
transmitted in a virtual
time slot. By deﬁning q ¼ ni¼1 P i Li , Si,sat can be
expressed as

S i;sat ¼

Li C
.
gW i



ð22Þ

Theorem 3 shows that to calculate Si,sat, we must
calculate g, which represents the network load and
depends on the states of all nodes in the network.
To calculate g, note that Eq. (10) shows that the
maximum bandwidth allocation (Si,sat) to a Node i
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gi ¼

C
.
Ri W i

ð23Þ

Sorting the nodes according to their gi in ascending
order results in a sequence of nodes (x1, x2, . . . , xn)
where gxi 6 gxj if i < j. If gxk < g < gxkþ1 , nodes
x1, . . . , xk are saturated and nodes xk+1, . . . , xn are
non-saturated. Therefore,
Pk Lxi
g ¼ gðkÞ ¼

1

i¼1 W xi
Rxi Lxi
i¼kþ1 C

Pn

gxk 6 gðkÞ < gxkþ1 .

;

ð24Þ
ð25Þ

Since the range of k is the number of competing
neighboring nodes, which is generally not large,
we can calculate the value of g corresponding to
each value of k using Eq. (24). As shown in Appendix A, it can be proved that there is only one valid
combination of (g, k) that can satisfy both Eq. (24)
and Inequality (25), which is essentially a valid solution to g and k in the network. With the solution
(g, k), the state of the nodes can be decided, where
the saturated nodes are N1 = {x1, x2, . . . , xk} and
the non-saturated nodes are N2 = {xk+1, xk+2, . . . ,
xn}. The bandwidth allocation to every node, hence,
can be determined as
(
Li C
; i 2 N 1;
S i ¼ gW i
ð26Þ
Ri Li ; i 2 N 2 .
4.4.2. Saturated networks
Note that in deriving Eq. (26), we assume that
the network is semi-saturated, meaning that both
N1 and N2 are non-empty. However, it is also possible that the network is saturated or unsaturated.
For a saturated network, since all nodes are saturated, g > gj for any Node j in the network. By setting gxnþ1 ¼ 1, the solution of g satisfying Eq. (24)
and Inequality (25) is obtained at k =Pn for a satuL
rated network, where gxnþ1 > gðnÞ ¼ ni¼1 Wxxi > gxn .
i
In this case, N2 is empty and it is easy to check that
Eq. (26) is still valid for calculating Si, although
only the part corresponding to N1 is used.
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is determined by the g of the whole network. The
larger the g, the smaller the Si,sat. According to Theorem 1, when RiLi > Si,sat, Node i becomes saturated. Therefore, as g increases, Si,sat decreases so
that more and more nodes in the network become
saturated. When Node i is at the edge of turning
from non-saturated to saturated, RiLi = Si,sat. Combined with Eq. (10), the threshold value of g at this
turning point, gi , can be expressed as
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Fig. 6. Example of g, g* and the corresponding solution.

4.4.3. Non-saturated networks
For a unsaturated network, since none of the
nodes in the network are saturated, g < gj for any
Node j in the network. Therefore, there is no solution of g satisfying Eq. (24) and Inequality (25)
for all 1 6 k 6 n. By setting gx0 ¼ 0, k = 0 becomes
the solution. In such case, N1 is empty and Eq.
(26) is still valid for calculating Si, although only
the part corresponding to N2 is used.
To illustrate how to solve Eq. (24) and Inequality
(25), Fig. 6 shows an example of g(k) in a ﬁve node
network in saturated, non-saturated and semi-saturated states, respectively. The points in the ﬁgure
represent the values of g corresponding to k calculated using Eq. (24). The inequality constraint (25)
is represented by the shaded area. When a point
for g is located in the shaded area, the point represents a valid solution for g. In Fig. 6, the solution
for a saturated network is achieved when k = 5,
the solution for a semi-saturated network is
achieved when k = 2, and the non-saturated network has no solution for 1 6 k 6 5.
Since g and k for all network states can be solved,
the bandwidth allocation to every node can be
determined using Eq. (26). With the knowledge of
bandwidth allocation, predictions of available
bandwidth to a ﬂow can be achieved.
5. Prediction of available bandwidth
Two major parts are needed to use the bandwidth
allocation model in Section 4 to perform admission
and rate policing in MPARC. The ﬁrst part
describes the methods for estimating the available
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bandwidth of a ﬂow, which is the focus of this
section. The second part describes the signaling
process, which focuses on how to collect information that is needed for available bandwidth estimation and how admission control and rate policing
is performed based on estimated available bandwidth of a ﬂow. Section 6 explains the details of
the second part.
To predict available bandwidth in multi-hop ad
hoc networks, we make a simple extension to our
bandwidth allocation model for a single-hop network. In this extension, the bandwidth allocation
between Node k and its contending neighbors is
approximated as if Node k and its contending
neighbors constitute a single-hop network. As an
approximation, this extension introduces inaccuracy
in estimating available bandwidth in a multi-hop
network. Hence, in Sections 7 and 8, we discuss
the sources and impact of the inaccuracy on our
prediction model and other existing methods.
The prediction of available bandwidth is important for both admission control for realtime traﬃc
and rate policing for best eﬀort traﬃc. A realtime
ﬂow can only be admitted at a node if there is
enough available bandwidth for the new ﬂow. The
transmission rate of best eﬀort traﬃc at a node
should be adjusted to be no more than the available
bandwidth of best eﬀort traﬃc. To estimate the
available bandwidth, it is important to use our
bandwidth allocation model to capture the eﬀect
of network contentions. Hence, in the remainder
of the section, we discuss how to estimate local
achievable bandwidth and neighborhood available
bandwidth, which are the two components for available bandwidth (see Section 2.1) using our bandwidth allocation model. The combination of the
estimated local achievable bandwidth and neighborhood available bandwidth produces the estimated
available bandwidth. The other existing methods
for estimating available bandwidth and their limitations are discussed in Section 8.
5.1. Prediction of local achievable bandwidth
To predict the available bandwidth for a realtime
ﬂow, both local achievable bandwidth and neighborhood available bandwidth need to be predicted.
In this section, we discuss how to predict local
achievable bandwidth and in Section 5.2, we show
how to predict neighborhood available bandwidth.
Since multiple nodes on the route of a ﬂow f may
contend with each other, the local achievable band-

Carrier
sensing
range
of Node A

Tx range
of Node 1

Tx range
of Node 0

A

B

C

Carrier
sensing
range
of Node B

Fig. 7. Multi-hop ﬂows.

width for ﬂow f is aﬀected by this intra-ﬂow contentions. For example, if ﬂow f has two hops as shown
in Fig. 7, both Nodes A and B are in each other’s
carrier-sensing range and only one node can transmit at a time. Therefore, if ﬂow f transmits at rate
Rf with packet size Lf, both Nodes A and B experience a traﬃc load of 2Rf Lf on the channel. As Rf or
Lf increase, the ﬁrst node among Nodes A and B
that turns saturated becomes the bottleneck of the
ﬂow. After the bottleneck node becomes saturated,
even if ﬂow f increases its transmission rate, the
throughput of the ﬂow does not increase. Hence,
the saturation throughput of the bottleneck node
essentially determines the local achievable bandwidth of ﬂow f, denoted as U lf .
In general, if Node k is the bottleneck node for a
multi-hop ﬂow f and ﬂow f just achieves its local
achievable bandwidth, Node k is at the edge
between saturated and unsaturated. Therefore,
based on Eq. (10), the local achievable bandwidth
of ﬂow f, U lf , is
U lf ¼ Rlf Lf ¼ S k;sat ¼

CLf
;
gW k

ð27Þ

where Rlf is the transmission rate of ﬂow f when it
just achieves its local achievable bandwidth.
To calculate U lf , we next show how to get the
value of g when ﬂow f is transmitting at rate Rlf .
Assume there are a nodes (including Node k itself)
along the route of ﬂow f that are also in Node k’s
carrier-sensing range. Except Node k, the other
(a  1) nodes are unsaturated when the ﬂow is sending at rate Rlf . Hence, using Eq. (24), the g at Node k
is
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g¼
1
where

P

Lf
Wk

Lf
Wk

þ

P

Ri Li
i2N 2 C

Li
i2N 1 W i

 ða  1Þ

Rlf Lf

;

ð28Þ

C

represents the saturated Node k’s load on
Rl Lf

the network while ða  1Þ fC captures the load of
the (a  1) unsaturated nodes on the route of the
ﬂow that are also competing with Node k. Since
when the ﬂow rate is Rlf , Node k is at the edge of
turning from unsaturated to saturated, g ¼ gk .
Combining with Eq. (23) results in
Rlf ¼

C
C
¼
.
gk W k gW k

ð29Þ

By replacing Rlf in Eq. (28) using Eq. (29) and then
solving for g
P
L
L
a Wfk þ j2N 1 Wjj
P
;
ð30Þ
g¼
1  i2N 2 RCi Li
g P gj
g<

gi

8j 2 N 1 ;

ð31Þ

8i 2 N 2 .

ð32Þ

Note that Eq. (30) and Inequalities (31) and (32) deL
ﬁne a piece-wise linear function between a Wfk and g.
Given the loads on Node k’s neighbors, Node k is
able to build such a piece-wise linear function.
Given a, Lf and Wk, Node k can immediately determine the corresponding g and use this g to ﬁnd its
local achievable bandwidth U lf according to Eq.
(27).
An example of the piece-wise linear function
L
between a Wfk and g is shown in Fig. 8, where Node
k has ﬁve competing neighbors. The piece-wise function consists of ﬁve line segments and the ends of

Algorithm 1. Prediction of local achievable
bandwidth of Node k
U lf (C, R, L, W, a, k)
/* Calculating g* */
for i = 1 to n do
C
gi
W i Ri
end for
SORT (R, g*); SORT (L, g*); SORT (W, g*)
L
Vf
a Wfk
/* Calculating g corresponding to
L
V f ¼ a Wfk */
0P
X0
n Ri Li
Y0
i¼1 C
for i = 1 to n do
Xi
X i1 þ WLii

PREDICTION OF

Yi
Y i1  RCi Li

V f ;i
gi ð1  Y i Þ  X i

if V f ;i1 6 V f < V f ;i then
X

þV

f
i1
g
; BREAK
1Y i1
end if
end for
/* Calculating U lf */
Vf
U lf
C;
ag

5

5.2. Neighborhood available bandwidth prediction

4

η

η*x

the line segments correspond to the gi s of the ﬁve
competing neighbors.
The algorithm for building the piece-wise function and predicting the local achievable bandwidth
is presented in Algorithm 1. For a Node k, given
a, neighboring nodes’ contention window allocation, W, their packet size, L, their load, R and the
network capacity C, the U lf can be calculated immediately by this algorithm.

SORT(array, index)
Sort array in ascending order of index

η*

x
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x
3
*

ηx
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*

ηx

1

α Lf / Wk
Fig. 8. Example of the piece-wise linear relationship between g
L
and a Wfk . In the ﬁgure, gxi 6 gxj if i < j.

The prediction of neighborhood available bandwidth is needed by both admission control and rate
policing. Admission control needs to predict neighborhood available bandwidth to determine if a new
realtime ﬂow will aﬀect the throughput of other
existing ﬂows. Rate policing needs to know the
neighborhood available bandwidth to determine
the maximum allowable sending rate for best eﬀort
ﬂows.
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Since the neighborhood available bandwidth of a
new ﬂow is related to the priority of the new ﬂow,
diﬀerent ﬂows have diﬀerent neighborhood available
bandwidth. For example, a best eﬀort ﬂow is not
allowed to reduce the bandwidth of existing realtime
ﬂows while a high priority realtime ﬂow is allowed to
degrade the bandwidth of both lower priority realtime ﬂows and best eﬀort ﬂows. Therefore, the neighborhood available bandwidth of a best eﬀort ﬂow
can be much smaller than the neighborhood available bandwidth of a high priority realtime ﬂow.
To calculate Flow f’s neighborhood available
bandwidth, U nf , at a Node k, note that
U nf

¼

Rnf Lf ;

1
g P gj
g<

gi

P

α Unf (1/η)
α Un(1/η* )
f
k
α Un(1/η* )

j2N 1 W j

Ri Li
i2N 2 C

a

Rnf Lf

;

ð34Þ

C

8j 2 N 1 ;

ð35Þ

8i 2 N 2 .

ð36Þ

Combining Eqs. (33)–(36),
8
P Ri Li 1 P Lj
g
;
1
>
>
C
Wj
>
i2N 2
j2N 1
>
>
>
>


>
> for gj 6 g < gi 8j 2 N 1 8i 2 N 2 ;
>
>
P
>
Ri Li
<1
;
C
aU nf ¼ C 
i2N
>
>
>
for 0 6 g < gi 8i 2 N;
>
>
P Li
>
>
>
1  1g
;
>
Wi
>
>
i2N
>
:
for gi 6 g 8i 2 N.
ð37Þ
Eq. (37) deﬁnes a piece-wise linear function between
aU nf and 1/g, which can be pre-calculated and stored
in a node. An example of the bandwidth prediction
function is shown in Fig. 9, where there are ﬁve
competing nodes. The bandwidth prediction function consists of six line segments. The ﬁve end points
of these line segments correspond to the 1=gi s of the
ﬁve competing nodes, which can be easily calculated
based on the traﬃc load information and Eq. (23).
It can be seen that a larger aU nf corresponds to
smaller 1/g in the bandwidth prediction function.
As 1/g becomes smaller than the reciprocal of a
Node i’s saturation threshold 1=gi , Node i is pushed
to its saturated state by the new ﬂow and the

γ

f

f

α Un

γ=x 4

0

1/η*x

5

1/η*x

ð33Þ

where Rnf is the throughput of ﬂow f when it
achieves the neighborhood available bandwidth.
When the rate of the ﬂow is Rnf , the g at Node k
can be expressed as
P
Lj
g¼

C

4

1/η*

x

3

1/η*x

2

1/η*

x

1

1/η
Fig. 9. Piece-wise linear function of aU nf and 1/g.

throughput of Node i’s ﬂows decreases. Based on
this observation, the neighborhood available bandwidth for ﬂow f can be calculated as follows.
Note that if ﬂow f is a realtime ﬂow, it should not
degrade the throughput of any existing realtime
ﬂows with equal or higher priorities. Therefore, if
Node c is the node with the lowest saturation
threshold among all the nodes that carry traﬃc with
equal or higher priority than ﬂow f, based on Eq.
(37), the neighborhood available bandwidth of ﬂow
f can be expressed as
!
X Ri Li 1 X Lj
C
1
 
;
ð38Þ
U nf ¼
a
gc j2N 1 W j
C
i2N 2
where
gj 6 gc

8j 2 N 1 ;

ð39Þ

gi

8i 2 N 2 .

ð40Þ

>

gc

For example, in Fig. 9, the dotted line represents
aU nf of ﬂow f when Node c is Node x4.
If ﬂow f is a best eﬀort ﬂow, it should not degrade
the throughput of any realtime ﬂow. Hence, assuming that Node k is the node with the lowest saturation threshold among all the nodes that carry
realtime traﬃc, the neighborhood available bandwidth of best eﬀort traﬃc is
!
X Ri Li 1 X Lj
C
n
Uf ¼
1
 
;
ð41Þ
a
gk j2N 1 W j
C
i2N 2
where
gj 6 gk

8j 2 N 1 ;

ð42Þ

gi

8i 2 N 2 .

ð43Þ

>

gk
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Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode for calculating
neighborhood available bandwidth. For a Node k,
given a, c, neighboring nodes’ contention window
allocation, W, their packet size, L, their load, R
and the network’s capacity, C, the U nf can be calculated immediately by this algorithm.
As discussed in Section 2.1, combining U lf (Eq.
(27)) and U nf (Eq. (38)), the available bandwidth
of a realtime ﬂow f can be ﬁnally expressed as
minðU lf ; U nf Þ. The available bandwidth of a best
eﬀort ﬂow is simply U nf (Eq. (41)).
Algorithm 2. prediction of neighborhood available bandwidth of Node k
PREDICTION OF U nf (C, R, L, W, a, c)
C
gc
W c Rc
P
Lj
X
j:g 6g W
P j c Ri Lji
Y
i:g >gc C
i

U nf

C
½ð1
a

 Y Þ  g1 X 
c

6. Signaling process for admission control and rate
policing
To use the available bandwidth estimation
method described in Section 5, there are two
remaining issues that need to be solved. First, the
necessary information for our available bandwidth
estimation method need to be collected. Second,
we need to know how to perform admission control
and rate policing based on the estimated available
bandwidth. In this section, we address these two
issues.
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hops as the collection range. This is purely a heuristic and does not guarantee to involve all contending
nodes and may involve non-contending nodes.
More elaborate methods, such as using the locations
of nodes to decide contention relationships, may be
used to improve the accuracy of ﬁnding contending
nodes.
In MPARC, every node i periodically broadcasts
its traﬃc information (Wi, Li, Ri as well as ﬂow priority) in its one-hop neighborhood. The broadcast
message also carries traﬃc information of its twohop neighbors, which is gathered through listening
to other nodes’ broadcasts. Using this method,
every node learns the traﬃc of competing nodes in
its three-hop neighborhood. Besides periodic
updates, an update can also be triggered when a
new reservation is made. The message overhead of
update messages can be reduced by piggybacking
load information on control and data packets, adding minimal overhead to heavily loaded networks.
By monitoring the traﬃc information broadcasted in its neighborhood, a Node k can gather
the addresses of its three-hop neighbors, A, their
contention window allocation, W, their packet size,
L, their traﬃc load, R, and their traﬃc priority.
Given the path P of a ﬂow, Node k can also calculate the a of the ﬂow as the number of common
nodes between the set of Node k’s 3-hop neighboring nodes and the path P, which can be expressed as
a ¼ jP \ Aj.

ð44Þ

Hence, by collecting traﬃc information of neighboring nodes, Node k can gain enough knowledge to
calculate the available bandwidth of a ﬂow using
the method described in Section 5.
6.2. Admission control and rate policing

6.1. Collection of neighbor information
The analysis in Section 5 shows that a ﬂow’s
available bandwidth is related to the loads and trafﬁc classes of the nodes in its carrier-sensing range.
Therefore, to predict the available bandwidth of a
ﬂow, it is necessary to collect traﬃc information at
a node’s competing neighbors, which includes reservations and classes of realtime traﬃc and the average packet arrival rate and size of best eﬀort
traﬃc. Since a node contends for bandwidth not
only with its neighbors in its transmission range,
but also with its near-neighbors in carrier-sensing
range, the node must collect multi-hop neighbors’
traﬃc information. In our experiments, we use three

Given the estimation of available bandwidth,
MPARC performs admission control and rate
policing as follows. For realtime ﬂows, before
admission control is performed, some ad hoc routing protocol (e.g., DSR [10], DSDV [17] or AODV
[16]) has been used to ﬁnd the route for a new ﬂow.
Then, a QoS signaling protocol, such INSIGNIA
[12] or RSVP [6], is used to set up admission control
and resource reservation at each node along the
route. In brief, a reservation request message, which
carries the ﬂow route, packet length, traﬃc class and
ﬂow rate information, is sent along the route of the
new ﬂow. Each node that receives this message
performs admission control using the estimated
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available bandwidth. If admission control succeeds,
a soft bandwidth reservation is made and the reservation request message is forwarded to the next hop.
If admission control succeeds at every node, this
route has enough bandwidth for the new ﬂow.
Therefore, the destination can send back a reservation conﬁrmation message to the source of the ﬂow
so that the new ﬂow can start. If admission control
fails at some node, the ﬂow is rejected and the reservation is torn down using explicit messages or timeouts. For rate policing of best eﬀort ﬂows, no
resource reservation is needed. A node with best
eﬀort traﬃc estimates the available bandwidth for
best eﬀort traﬃc and uses a rate control mechanism,
such as a leaky bucket, to regulate its transmission
rate of best eﬀort packets below the available
bandwidth.

carrier-sensing range

carrier-sensing range

carrier-sensing range

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

Fig. 10. Diﬀerent neighbor sets.

The accuracy of our bandwidth allocation model
in Section 4 depends on the assumption that every
node competes with the same set of nodes. However, when we extend the model to predict available
bandwidth in a multi-hop network, such an assumption breaks in two cases. In the ﬁrst case, the neighbors of Node i may compete with other nodes that
are not in Node i’s carrier-sensing range. In the
second case, the contenting neighbors of a Node i
may not be in each other’s carrier-sensing range.
Both cases can aﬀect the accuracy of our prediction
method as well as all other existing bandwidth estimation methods. In the remainder of this section,
we discuss the degree of impact of these two cases
on our bandwidth prediction model and other existing methods. In Section 9, we show that although
our model cannot accurately capture contention
between nodes in multi-hop networks, it still gives
much better predictions of available bandwidth
than existing methods due to the reasons discussed
in Section 8.

with Node C. This case is not considered in our single-hop bandwidth allocation model, therefore,
inaccuracy is introduced in the available bandwidth
prediction at Node C. However, we believe that this
inaccuracy is very small. From Node C’s prospective, when Node B is blocked by Node A’s transmission, Node B’s behavior is similar to when Node B
does not have any packets for transmission at that
time. Therefore, to Node C, Node B is equivalent
to an unsaturated node and can be captured in
our bandwidth allocation model. Hence, in this
case, although the underlying assumption of our
bandwidth allocation model may not hold, the
available bandwidth estimation provided by our
model is still highly accurate.
For the delay and free bandwidth models, when
the neighbors of Node i compete with other nodes
that are not in Node i’s carrier-sensing range, the
prediction accuracy is also not degraded signiﬁcantly. Using the same example in Fig. 10, Node
C’s measurements of delay or free bandwidth do
not diﬀer whether Node B is an unsaturated node
or Node B is blocked by Node A’s transmission.
Hence, the prediction accuracy of the delay and free
bandwidth models is not further degraded in multihop networks due to this case.
However, the saturation model’s prediction accuracy may be aﬀected signiﬁcantly. In Fig. 10, since
Node C assumes that Node B is saturated, Node
C does not consider Node A’s blocking eﬀects on
Node B. Therefore, Node C’s prediction of its available bandwidth may be much smaller than the
actual value.

7.1. Eﬀects of diﬀerent neighborhood

7.2. Eﬀects of non-competing neighbors

Since neighbors of Node i may compete with
other nodes that are not in Node i’s carrier-sensing
range, the assumption that each neighboring node
of Node i sees the same channel state breaks. For
example, in Fig. 10, Node B is in the carrier-sensing
range of both Nodes C and A. Therefore, when
Node A is transmitting, Node B does not compete

When the contenting neighbors of a Node i are
not in each other’s carrier-sensing range, they may
transmit concurrently. Such concurrent transmissions are not captured in our bandwidth prediction
model and result in inaccurate bandwidth prediction at Node i. For example, in Fig. 10, although
both Nodes B and D compete for bandwidth with

7. Inaccuracy of bandwidth prediction in multi-hop
networks
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Node C, Nodes B and D cannot hear each other and
hence can transmit concurrently. However, when
Node C uses our bandwidth allocation model to
predict achievable bandwidth, Node C assumes that
Nodes B and D can hear each other and compete
with each other for bandwidth. This false assumption makes Node C overestimate the network’s congestion level, which results in a underestimation of
the available bandwidth at Node C. Such over-pessimistic estimation of available bandwidth may
result in conservative admission control and rate
policing.
Similarly, the saturation model also omits the
eﬀects of concurrent transmissions between Nodes
B and D and its estimation accuracy is also
degraded due to this eﬀect. This case also increases
the prediction inaccuracy of the delay and free
bandwidth models. This is due to the fact that
before Node C starts its traﬃc, Nodes B and D
are not likely to be synchronized in their transmissions. Therefore, the chances that their transmissions happen concurrently may be very small. For
example, assume that the channel capacity is
5 packets/s and both Nodes B and D transmit
1 packets/s. The probability that Nodes B and D
transmit simultaneously is only 0.2. However, when
Node C starts its traﬃc, Node C’s transmission can
increase the concurrency of Node B and Node D’s
transmission. This is because, when Node C ﬁnishes
a transmission of its packet, both Nodes B and C
start to compete for the channel and hence can start
transmit almost simultaneously. Therefore, prediction of available bandwidth based on the free channel bandwidth or the delay measured before Node C
starts its traﬃc is inaccurate since neither captures
the increased amount of concurrent transmissions
of Nodes B and C after Node C starts its traﬃc.
Although all the methods discussed in this paper
are inaccurate since they are all based on the
assumption that Node C’s neighbors can hear each
other, we believe that the degree of inaccuracy may
be limited if Node C has more neighbors. Assume
that Node C has N neighbors evenly distributed in
its carrier-sensing range. Even for the nodes that
are located at the edge of Node C, they can heard
at least half of Node C’s neighbors. Those nodes
that are closer to Node C can hear a even larger
number of Node C’s neighbors. Therefore, the
impact of Node C’s false assumption is limited.
The analysis in Sections 7.1 and 7.2 shows that
both our bandwidth allocation model and existing
methods are inaccurate in multi-hop networks due
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to the diﬀerent neighbor sets observed by nodes.
However, since beyond the cases discussed in this
section, the existing methods also have additional
limitations (see Section 8), the degree of inaccuracy
of their bandwidth predictions is much higher than
our prediction model. Since the inaccuracy of our
prediction model is limited, we expected that our
model still produces accurate enough bandwidth
predictions to have practical usage.
8. Limitations of bandwidth prediction approaches
The current approaches to available bandwidth
prediction each have unique limitations. Our analysis shows that the delay and free bandwidth models
are only able to estimate local achievable bandwidth
for a ﬂow. In addition, none of the three methods
can capture the network under all network states,
which is conﬁrmed by our simulation results in
Section 9.
8.1. Delay model
In [2,8,11,19,20], the available bandwidth at
Node i is predicted using the average packet transmission delay at the MAC layer, Di, which is the
period of time between when a packet is ready to
be transmitted at the MAC layer and the actual successful packet transmission. The available bandwidth of Node i is approximated as D1i , with some
additional adjustment for diﬀerent packet sizes.
However, the measurement does not consider how
the transmissions of Node i may aﬀect the delay
or throughput of neighboring nodes. Hence, the
measurement is only valid for estimating local
achievable bandwidth. Neighborhood available
bandwidth is not considered in this model.
In addition, this heuristic introduces inaccuracies
for even predicting local achievable bandwidth.
Although 1/Di represents the service rate of the network for the node, the following analysis shows that
Di is not independent of Node i’s transmission rate.
Hence, the estimation of local achievable bandwidth
performed before Node i starts transmitting a ﬂow
does not reﬂect the actual local achievable bandwidth of the ﬂow. When Node i increases its transmission rate, its Di increases. Therefore, Di < Di,sat,
where Di,sat is the packet transmission delay when
Node i is saturated. Hence, using Di under low
transmission rates to estimate the local achievable
bandwidth, which is achieved when Node i is saturated, can be over-optimistic.
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To show that Di increases when Node i increases
its transmission rate, note that Di includes three
parts: the time of Node i’s backoﬀ slots, the time
consumed by transmissions from other nodes during Node i’s backoﬀ procedure and Node i’s own
transmission time. Therefore,
n
X
sj Lj Li
þ ;
ð45Þ
Di  Bi  aSlotTime þ Bi
C
C
j¼1
where Bi is the average number of backoﬀ slots
before a transmission. First, Bi increases as Node i
becomes saturated. When Node i is not saturated,
after it ﬁnishes a transmission and the backoﬀ procedure following the transmission, the next packet
may still not have arrived. When the next packet arrives and Node i sees an idle channel, Node i does
not need to perform a backoﬀ procedure before it
starts a new transmission. In this case, Bi = 0. However, when Node i becomes saturated, it must
always backoﬀ before it starts a transmission.
Therefore, Bi increases as Node i becomes saturated.
Second, the probability that some other nodes
transmit during Node i’s backoﬀ procedure also increases as Node i becomes saturated. Assuming
Node k is another non-saturated node in the network, from Eq. (8), the probability that Node k
transmits in a randomly chosen virtual time slot
becomes:
Pn
Rk j¼1 P j Lj
Pk
sk ¼
;
¼ P
1  /k ð nj¼1 S j Þð1  /k Þ
Pn
ð46Þ
Rk ð j¼1;j6¼i P j Lj þ P i Li Þ
P
.
¼
ð nj¼1 S j Þð1  /k Þ
As Node i becomes saturated, its Pi increases.
Therefore, sk increases as shown in Eq. (46). Similarly, all other non-saturated nodes in the network
also increase
Pn s L their s as Node i increases its Pi. Therefore, j¼1 jC j in Eq. (45) increases, indicating more
transmissions from other nodes during Node i’s
backoﬀ procedure. Hence, Di,sat > Di. Therefore,
using packet delay to predict local achievable bandwidth is over-optimistic when there are many unsaturated nodes in the network.
8.2. Free bandwidth model
In [4], the available bandwidth at a Node i is
approximated as the free channel bandwidth. However, this estimation is also only valid for local
achievable bandwidth since it does not include the
eﬀects of Node i’s ﬂow on neighboring ﬂows’

200m
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400m
C

E
100m

B

D

F

Flow 1

Flow 2

Flow 3

Fig. 11. Simulation topology.

throughput. To demonstrate this, we show a simple
simulation using NS2 [9]. In this scenario, there are
six mobile hosts positioned as in Fig. 11. The MAC
layer protocol is IEEE 802.11 with 250 m radio
transmission range and 550 m carrier-sensing range.
The bandwidth of the wireless channel is 2 Mbps.
Node C and Node E are each other’s neighbors in
carrier-sensing range. Node A is Node C’s neighbor
and is out of Node E’s carrier-sensing range. Three
133 packets per second CBR ﬂows with packet size
of 512 Bytes are established between Nodes A and
B, Nodes C and D and Nodes E and F. Due to
the overhead of the MAC layer RTS-CTS-DATAACK handshake and collisions, each ﬂow requires
about 930Kbps channel bandwidth. At 1 s, Node
A initiates Flow 1 to Node B. At 40 s, Node C initiates Flow 2 to Node D. Finally, at 80 s, Node E
initiates Flow 3 to Node F. Fig. 12 shows the
changes in free channel bandwidth at each source
node as the three ﬂows start successively. Fig. 13
shows the throughput and delay of each ﬂow over
time.
As shown in Fig. 12, after Flows 2 starts, Node E
has 1.07 Mbps bandwidth that is not consumed by
the contention from Flow 2. Therefore, to Node
E, there is 1.07 Mbps free channel bandwidth, which
indicates enough local achievable bandwidth for
Flow 3. Therefore, when Flow 3 starts, it can get
its desired throughput and delay as shown in
Fig. 13. However, since no consideration is given
to neighborhood available bandwidth, the contention from Flow 3 actually decreases the throughput
of Flow 2 by 20% and increases the delay of Flow 2
dramatically. Therefore, enough free channel bandwidth can only capture the local achievable bandwidth, but cannot capture the neighborhood
available bandwidth.
In addition, even for local achievable bandwidth,
the free bandwidth model cannot provide accurate
estimation. This is due to the fact that free bandwidth does not equal the local achievable bandwidth
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Fig. 12. Changes of free channel bandwidth.
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Fig. 13. Throughput and delay of Flows 1, 2 and 3.

to a ﬂow in a contention-based IEEE 802.11 network, since newly arrived realtime ﬂows should be
allowed to ‘‘push down’’ the throughput of existing
ﬂows with lower priorities (e.g., best eﬀort ﬂows)
through contention. However, if the free bandwidth
model is used, a best eﬀort ﬂow can occupy all of the
channel time and prevent the admission of any realtime traﬃc. Therefore, using free bandwidth to
predict the local achievable bandwidth to a node
can be over-pessimistic, especially in a heavily
loaded network.
8.3. Saturation model
Similar to our bandwidth allocation model, the
saturation model predicts available bandwidth by
extending a bandwidth allocation model in a
single-hop network to a multi-hop environment.
Therefore, it can predict both local achievable bandwidth and neighborhood available bandwidth.
However, the bandwidth allocation model in saturation model assumes that every nodes in the network
is saturated [3,5,7,13,15]. This saturated network
state is not necessarily true and for a network that

provides throughput guarantees to ﬂows, this saturated network state should be avoided. Therefore,
this prediction method can be often over-pessimistic, especially in a lightly loaded network.
9. Evaluation
Our evaluation of MPARC includes four parts.
First, since both the free bandwidth and delay models only estimate local achievable bandwidth, to be
fair to these models, we compare the accuracy of
MPARC’s prediction of local achievable bandwidth
with the other three methods for local achievable
bandwidth estimations. Second, we examine the
accuracy of MPARC’s admission control and rate
policing by comparing it with admission control
using the other three models. Third, we demonstrate
MPARC’s ability to support admission control and
rate policing in multi-priority networks. Finally, we
examine the impact of mobility on the performance
of MPARC.
NS2 is used for all simulations. The channel
transmission rate is 2 Mbps, the transmission range
is 250 m, and the carrier-sensing range is 550 m.
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DSR [10] is used as the routing protocol. The implementations of MPARC, the delay model, the saturation model and the free bandwidth model are as
follows. As discussed in Section 6.1, in MPARC,
each node broadcasts its traﬃc information to its
one-hop neighbors for every 2 s, which also carries
the traﬃc information of its two-hop neighbors that
it has learned from listening to other nodes broadcasts. By listening to broadcast of traﬃc information from its neighbors, every node can get the
necessary information for performing admission
control and rate policing based on the approach discussed in Section 5. Similar to MPARC, the saturation model also uses periodic message exchanges
between neighbors to collect the number of active
nodes in each node’s carrier-sensing range so that
prediction of priority-based available bandwidth
can be made. In the delay model, to make priority-based estimation of available bandwidth, each
node measures the average packet transmission
delay for each priority classes by periodically sending a probing packet for each priority class to some
randomly selected neighbors. In the free bandwidth
model, each node monitors the amount of free channel time in its channel and uses it to predict available bandwidth.
9.1. Local achievable bandwidth estimation
To compare MPARC’s local achievable bandwidth estimation with the free bandwidth, delay
and saturation models under diﬀerent MAC layer
conﬁgurations, traﬃc is chosen from six priority
classes with diﬀerent minimum contention window
sizes W. Table 1 shows the W conﬁgurations for
the classes. The CWmax for all classes is 1023. In
each simulation, a CBR ﬂow y is placed at the center of the simulation area. Before ﬂow y starts, the
local achievable bandwidth of ﬂow y is predicted.
The four local achievable bandwidth prediction
methods are used and compared to the actual maximum throughput of the ﬂow to measure the accuracy of the prediction methods. In all simulations,
ﬂow y’s competing ﬂows are randomly placed
around the network and their priorities are randomly chosen between 0 and 5. Fig. 14 shows an

Table 1
W conﬁgurations of priority classes
Priority
W

5
7

4
15

3
31

2
63

1
127

0
255

Fig. 14. Example of simulation topologies: In the center of the
graph is the ﬁve-hop ﬂow y (the horizontal line). The other 10
one-hop ﬂows are the competing ﬂows.

example random topology, where ﬂow y has ﬁve
hops and competes with 10 other ﬂows. The number
of competing ﬂows ranges from 2 to the number of
ﬂows where using any more ﬂows results in severe
network congestion so that DSR is unable to ﬁnd
any route for ﬂow y.
The ﬁrst set of simulations are run in 550 m ·
550 m networks. The number of competing ﬂows
with ﬂow y ranges from 2 to 14. Each of the competing ﬂows transmits ten 512 Byte CBR packets per
second. Fig. 15 shows both the predicted and the
measured achievable throughput. Predictions from
our model are very close to the actual achievable
throughput of ﬂow y, while the delay model, the
free bandwidth model and the saturation model all
provide inaccurate predictions. As expected based
on our discussions in Section 8, the saturation model’s prediction is too conservative and its performance improves as the network load increases.
The free bandwidth model’s prediction is too conservative as well, especially when the network load
is large. The delay model’s prediction is too
optimistic.
To examine the impact of multi-hop networks on
the prediction accuracy of MPARC, in the second
set of simulations, the network size is increased to
750 m · 750 m. Fig. 16 shows the predictions and
the measured achievable throughput. Compared to
Fig. 15, the prediction accuracy of our model is
aﬀected by the multi-hop networks due to the reasons discussed in Section 8. However, in most cases,
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Fig. 16. 750 m · 750 m networks.

MPARC’s performance is still better than the existing methods. To further conﬁrm this, in the third set
of simulations, we examine larger multi-hop networks and vary the hop count of ﬂow y to measure
the performance of our prediction model.
In the third set of simulations, the number of
hops of ﬂow y ranges from 1 hop to 5 hops. Only
the results of the 1-hop simulations and 5-hop simulations are shown. The results for other hop counts
are similar. Each simulation runs for 100 s in one of
the 300 1000 m · 1000 m random networks with 100
nodes. The background traﬃc in these networks
ranges from 1 to 16 randomly located active nodes,
each sending CBR traﬃc with a rate uniformly
distributed in [1, 50] 512 Byte packets/second.
To understand the average behavior of diﬀerent
prediction methods, two parameters are used to
evaluate the predictions generated in n simulations:
the standard deviation (SD) of the prediction error
and the Mean (M) of the prediction error:

Standard Deviation of Prediction Error (SD)

Throughput (pkts/s)

350

ð47Þ

SD measures the prediction accuracy, where a small
SD indicates that the prediction is close to the actual
achievable bandwidth. M shows the direction of the
estimation error. A positive M indicates that the
estimation tends to be larger than the actual local
achievable bandwidth, while a negative M indicates
that the estimation tends to be smaller.
Figs. 17 and 18 show the SD and M of ﬂow y
when it is a ﬁve hop ﬂow. Figs. 19 and 20 show
SD and M when ﬂow y is a 1-hop ﬂow. These ﬁgures
show that our prediction model has the smallest
standard deviation (SD) in most circumstances. In
addition, these ﬁgures further conﬁrm our analytical
results from Section 8. In a lightly loaded network,
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the saturation model is over-pessimistic, the delay
model is over-optimistic and the free bandwidth
model is accurate. As the load in the network
increases, the free bandwidth model becomes overpessimistic while the performance of both the
saturated and delay models improves. When the
network becomes heavily loaded, the delay and saturation models are better than the free bandwidth
model since the network is close to saturated at this
point. Overall, our model-based estimation method
consistently provides better estimates than the other
methods in lightly and heavily loaded networks.
9.2. Available bandwidth estimation and the
accuracy of admission control and rate policing
In this section, we demonstrate that due to the
accurate estimation of local achievable bandwidth
and the inclusion of the concept of neighborhood
available bandwidth, MPARC is able to make accu-

rate estimations of available bandwidth. These
accurate estimations enable MPARC to keep
throughput guarantees to admitted ﬂows, while
maintaining high network utilization.
To demonstrates MPARC’s ability to maintain
the throughput of admitted realtime ﬂows, ﬁve randomly generated topologies are used, each is
1000 m · 1000 m square with 50 randomly positioned nodes. The simulations run 100 s. From the
beginning to 55 s, for every 5 s, a new realtime
CBR ﬂow with 512 Byte packets and randomly
selected rates between [10, 50] packets per second
performs admission control. The sources and destinations of all ﬂows are randomly selected. Fig. 21
shows the violation of throughput guarantees,
which is deﬁned as the total throughput of all
CBR ﬂows minus the total desired rate of all CBR
ﬂows, in the ﬁrst 55 s of the simulations. The delay
model starts to show severe throughput violations at
around 15 s due to its over-optimistic estimation of
local achievable bandwidth and lack of neighborhood available bandwidth estimation. Although
the free bandwidth model does not over-estimate
local achievable bandwidth, it also starts to show
large variations of throughput at 30 s due to its lack
of estimations of neighborhood available bandwidth. Since both the saturation model and
MPARC consider neighborhood available bandwidth, neither has throughput violations. However,
Fig. 22 shows that, before 55 s of the simulations,
the total network throughput under the saturation
model is much smaller than the throughput under
other methods. This is due to the saturation model’s
severe underestimation of both the local achievable
bandwidth of ﬂows and the neighborhood available
bandwidth, which leads to false rejection of realtime

5
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Fig. 21. Violation of throughput guarantee (no best eﬀort ﬂows).
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Fig. 22. Network utilization (no best eﬀort ﬂows).

Fig. 24. Network utilization (with best eﬀort ﬂows).

ﬂows. These unnecessary rejections reduce network
utilization and limit the number of realtime ﬂows
that the network is able to carry. Overall, MPARC
is the only protocol among the four methods that
can use admission control to guarantee the throughput of realtime ﬂows while maintaining high
network utilization.
After 55 s, for every 5 s, a new best eﬀort FTP
ﬂow starts. As shown in Fig. 23, the free model
and delay model show severe violations because
they does not have the rate policing mechanism
which is based on the estimation of neighborhood
available bandwidth. Hence, they do not regulate
best eﬀort traﬃc to protect the throughput of realtime ﬂows. However, MPARC and the saturation
model can eﬀectively keep the throughput guarantees to realtime ﬂows due to accurate rate policing
of best eﬀort ﬂows. This accurate rate policing
avoids over-penalizing of best eﬀort traﬃc so that

both MPARC and the saturation model can maintain network throughput that is comparable to the
free model and the delay model as shown in
Fig. 24. Since the saturation model may reject realtime ﬂows unnecessarily as demonstrate in the ﬁrst
55 s, MPARC is the only method that always
achieves high network throughput while maintaining throughput guarantees to realtime traﬃc.
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Fig. 23. Violation of throughput guarantee (with best eﬀort
ﬂows).

9.3. Supporting multi-priority ﬂows
When there are multiple priorities of ﬂows,
admission control decisions should be based on ﬂow
priorities. To investigate MPARC’s ability to support admission control in such cases, we run two
simulations. Each simulation has ﬁve realtime ﬂows
that transmit 200 512 Byte packets/s. The rate of the
ﬂows are deliberately set large enough so that
no two ﬂows can achieve their desired rates simultaneously.
In the ﬁrst simulation, the ﬁve realtime ﬂows
start consecutively with increasing priorities.
Fig. 25 shows the violation of throughput guarantees to each admitted ﬂow. As a higher priority ﬂow
arrives, if this ﬂow can achieve its desired bandwidth by competing with existing ﬂows, MPARC
and the saturation model admit the ﬂow even if
the new ﬂow may degrade the throughput of existing lower priority ﬂows. The throughput of the
highest priority ﬂow is always maintained in
MPARC and the saturation model. The delay
model, however, admits all newly arrived ﬂows even
if the new ﬂow cannot achieve its desired rate,
resulting in the violation of throughput guarantees
to every ﬂow. Since the free model does not recognize priority, it only admits the ﬁrst ﬂow and rejects
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Fig. 25. Per ﬂow violation of throughput guarantee (increasing priority ﬂows). (a) MPARC and saturation model, (b) delay model and
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MPARC all only admit the ﬁrst ﬂow, they show
no violation of throughput guarantees to the ﬁrst
admitted ﬂow. The delay model, however, admits
the ﬁrst two ﬂows and shows violation of throughput guarantees to both admitted ﬂows. In conclusion, both MPARC and the saturation model can
achieve priority-based admission control. However,
as shown in Section 9.2, the saturation model may
falsely reject realtime ﬂows even if the network has
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all later ﬂows even if the later ﬂows have higher
priorities.
In the second simulation, the ﬁve CBR ﬂows start
with decreasing order of priorities. Since the ﬁrst
admitted ﬂow has the highest priority, the later
lower priority ﬂows should be rejected to protect
the throughput of the ﬁrst ﬂow. Fig. 26 depicts the
violation of throughput guarantees to admitted
ﬂows. Since the saturation model, free model and
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Fig. 26. Per ﬂow violation of throughput guarantee (decreasing priority ﬂows). (a) MPARC, saturation and free model and (b) delay
model.
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enough bandwidth. Hence, among all the four protocols, MPARC is the only protocol that can
achieve accurate priority-based admission control
and rate policing.
9.4. Impact of mobility

Bandwidth Shortage (packets/second)

The simulations in the previous sections were all
performed in static networks. However, when nodes
are mobile, two ﬂows may move into the interference
ranges of each other and both ﬂows’ QoS may be
degraded. Therefore, it is important to know if
MPARC is able to provide QoS guarantees in
mobile networks by rejecting realtime ﬂows with
low priorities and decreasing the transmission rates
of best eﬀort ﬂows. We evaluate MPARC in eight
scenarios. In each scenario, a random 1500 m ·
300 m network is generated with 100 nodes in their
initial positions. Then, the random waypoint model
is used to create six diﬀerent mobility patterns, where
the maximum speed ranges from 0 to 25 m/s and the
pause time is 10 s for all mobility patterns. For each
scenario, 15 realtime ﬂows with rates uniformly distributed between [1, 50] 512 Byte packets/second and
33 TCP ﬂows are injected into the network during
the 100-s simulation. Fig. 27 shows the aggregated
throughput violations of all realtime ﬂows in the network. MPARC provides very good throughput
guarantees to realtime ﬂows in all scenarios with
the maximum throughput violation less than
0.1 packets/s. Although mobility seems to slightly
increase the throughput violations in some scenarios, such as scenario 8, the increase is very small,
which indicates that MPARC does not need to
adjust its parameters, such as the traﬃc information
broadcasting rate, based on the mobility of nodes.

0.15

0.05

10. Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we use our novel bandwidth allocation model to design a joint admission control and
rate policing protocol, MPARC. Since our bandwidth model captures bandwidth allocations in saturated, unsaturated or semi-saturated networks, our
bandwidth model produces more accurate estimations of available bandwidth in the network.
Through simulation, we show that using our available bandwidth estimation method, MPARC
achieves accurate admission control of realtime trafﬁc and rate policing of best eﬀort traﬃc, which
ensures that throughput guarantees for realtime
ﬂows are maintained and at the same time the network utilization is eﬃcient. Since currently, our
model only supports bandwidth allocations, questions related to delay, such as how to predict the
packet delays of existing ﬂows after the arrival of
a new ﬂow and the delay experienced by a new ﬂow,
are still open. Therefore, an important focus of our
future work is to extend the bandwidth allocation
model to express packet delays so that admission
control decisions can be based on delay predictions.
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Appendix A. Uniqueness of g
The solution to Si is unique since the solution of
(g, k) that can satisfy both Eq. (24) and Inequality
(25) is unique. This can be proved as follows. If
there are two solutions (g1, k1) and (g2, k2), with
k1 < k2, then the following inequality holds:
gðk 1 Þ < gxk þ1 ;
ðA:1Þ
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Fig. 27. Throughput violation of MPARC in mobile networks.

Combining Inequality (A.1) and (A.2) with Eqs.
(23) and (24), we get
Pk1 Lxi
i¼1 W xi
C
;
ðA:3Þ
Pn
Rxi Lxi <
R
xk 1 þ1 W xk 1 þ1
1  i¼k1 þ1 C
Pk2 Lxi
i¼1 W xi
C
.
ðA:4Þ
Pn
R L P
Rxk2 W xk2
1  i¼k þ1 xi xi
2

C
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According to Inequality (A.3), we have
!
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n
X
X
Lxi
1
<
C
Rxi Lxi
W xi Rxk1 þ1 W xk1 þ1
i¼1
i¼k þ1
1

n
X

1
¼
C
Rxk1 þ1 W xk1 þ1
i¼k

Rxi Lxi 

2 þ1

!

k2
X

Rxi Lxi .

i¼k 1 þ1

ðA:5Þ
According to Inequality (A.4), we have
!
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k2
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X
X
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1
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W
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xk 2
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1

k2
X
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ðA:6Þ
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Rx k 2 W x k 2
Rx i W x i
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Note that since
(23), we have

gxi

1
1
<
Rxi W xi Rxj W xj

<

gxj

if i < j, combining with Eq.

8i < j.

ðA:8Þ

Rx W x

Therefore, Rkx2 W xk2 < 1 8i < k 2 . Hence
i
i
ity(A.7) can be further derived to be
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1

Comparing Inequality (A.5) with (A.11), we get a
paradox. Therefore, it is impossible that there are
two solutions of (g, k). Hence, the solution of (g, k)
is uniquely deﬁned by Eq. (24) and Inequality (25).
Appendix B. Notation
N
n
CW
CW min
Wi
CW max
Si

probability that Node i successfully transmits a packet in a virtual slot
Subscript sat saturated node
Subscript sat unsaturated node
Ri
the packet arrival rate at Node i
Li
frame size of Node i
si
probability that Node i transmits in a randomly chosen virtual time slot
/i
collision probability of Node i’s transmission
C
the maximum throughput of the channel
m
the number of collisions that are needed for
the contention window size to reach CWmax
N1
saturated node set
N2
unsaturated node set
q
the average number of bits transmitted in a
virtual time slot
g
the part of q that does not depend on to si
or / (see Eq. (11))
gi
the threshold value of g at when node i is at
the edge of turning from unsaturated to saturated (see Eq. (23))
Di
average packet transmission delay at the
MAC layer
Di,sat
the packet transmission delay when Node i
is saturated
U lf
local achievable bandwidth of ﬂow f at a
node
U nf
neighborhood available bandwidth of ﬂow
f at a node
a
number of nodes along the route of ﬂow f
that are also in a node’s carrier-sensing
range
Rlf
throughput of ﬂow f when it just achieves
its local achievable bandwidth
Rnf
throughput of ﬂow f when it just achieves
its neighborhood available bandwidth

Pi

set of transmitting nodes
number of competing nodes
contention window size
minimum contention window size
minimum contention window size
maximum contention window size
bandwidth allocated to Node i
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